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We provide an overview of our numerical and analytical studies of isolated interacting quantum
systems that are quenched out of equilibrium instantaneously. We describe the relaxation process
to a new equilibrium and obtain lower bounds for the relaxation time of full random matrices and
realistic systems with two-body interactions. We show that the size of the time fluctuations after
relaxation decays exponentially with system size for systems without too many degeneracies. We
also discuss the conditions for thermalization and demonstrate that it can happen after local and
global quenches in space. The analyses are developed for systems, initial states, and few-body
observables accessible to experiments with optical lattices.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Mt, 05.70.Ln,75.10.Jm, 72.25.Rb, 02.30.Ik
I. INTRODUCTION
The unitary evolution of many-body quantum systems
is an active area of research with studies being carried
out theoretically and also experimentally. In solid state
nuclear magnetic resonance [1–3], and especially in ex-
periments with optical lattices [4–11], the effects of the
environment take a long time to become relevant, which
allows for treating the systems as quasi-isolated. In this
context, much attention has been given to the subject
of quench dynamics, where the evolution of an isolated
quantum system initiates with an instantaneous pertur-
bation that takes a certain initial Hamiltonian ĤI into a
new final Hamiltonian ĤF .
Studies of quenched many-body quantum systems deal
with fundamental problems of physics, such as advancing
our understanding of nonequilibrium quantum physics
and deriving thermodynamics from quantum mechan-
ics. Among the several specific questions that have been
raised, we address three that we have been particularly
interested in [12–17].
(i) How fast can isolated many-body quantum systems
evolve? We try to answer this question by studying the
quantum fidelity decay and the evolution of few-body
observables.
The quantum fidelity corresponds to the overlap be-
tween two quantum states, in our case the initial state
and its evolved counterpart. For this choice, the fidelity
is obtained by Fourier transforming the weighted energy
distribution of the initial state. This distribution is often
called local density of states (LDOS) or strength func-
tion. The fidelity considered here is also related to the
Loschmidt echo and the characteristic function of the
probability distribution of work [18–20], which is essen-
tial in studies about work statistics in quantum thermo-
dynamics.
The minimum fidelity decay time was derived from the
time-energy uncertainty relation [21–27]. This limit can
be reached in particular scenarios, such as the one we
describe in Ref. [16], where the LDOS of the initial state
is bimodal. In the general picture where the LDOS is
single-peaked, we show that the fastest possible decay
occurs for evolutions under full random matrices [14–16].
Full random matrices provide a way to acquire sta-
tistical information about the spectrum of complex sys-
tems, but they are unphysical, because they imply the
simultaneous interactions of many particles. In realistic
systems with two-body interactions, the fastest fidelity
decay is Gaussian and this behavior may hold until sat-
uration [14–16]. The Gaussian decay happens when the
shape of the LDOS is also Gaussian and it fills the energy
shell. The latter gives the maximum possible spreading
of initial states projected onto final two-body-interaction
Hamiltonians.
The evolution of few-body observables depends not
only on the interplay between the initial state and fi-
nal Hamiltonian, as the fidelity, but also on the details
about the observable, which makes the study more dif-
ficult. However, if the observable commutes with the
initial Hamiltonian, a simple picture emerges at short
times. In this case, the dynamics is quadratic in time.
(ii) How large are the time fluctuations of observables
around the steady state after relaxation? Equilibration in
isolated quantum systems can happen in a probabilistic
sense. It requires that the time fluctuations be small, im-
plying proximity to the stationary state for the vast ma-
jority of time, and that the fluctuations decrease with sys-
tem size, vanishing in the thermodynamic limit. We show
that the temporal fluctuations of the fidelity decrease ex-
ponentially with system size. This is in agreement with
our analyses of the fluctuations of few-body observables
and holds for chaotic and also integrable systems, pro-
vided the spectrum be not highly degenerate [12].
(iii) After relaxation, what are the conditions for the
new reached equilibrium to be thermal? An observable
is said to have thermalized when its infinite time average
coincides with its thermal average. For a final two-body-
interaction Hamiltonian, integrable or chaotic, thermal-
ization occurs when the LDOS fills the energy shell ergod-
ically, for example when the initial state is an eigenstate
from a full random matrix. But this is not a very inter-
esting case, since such initial states have infinite temper-
ature and are already thermal before the quench [13]. For
the realistic scenario of initial states with a finite temper-
2ature, and also with a narrow spreading in energy, ther-
malization should be viable when the eigenstates of the
final Hamiltonian are chaotic and the energy of the initial
state is away from the edges of the spectrum of ĤF (the
borders are problematic, because there the states are not
strongly mixed for systems with few-body interactions)
[13, 17, 28–47]. We provide illustrations supporting this
idea.
We show that the infinite time average of few-body
observables and their thermodynamic average approach
each other as the energy of the initial state moves closer
to the center of the spectrum of ĤF , as the perturbation
gets stronger and the eigenstates more chaotic, and as
the system size increases. This holds for global and also
local quenches in space [17].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the models. Section III analyzes the relationship between
fidelity decay and the LDOS. Section IV gives results for
the temporal fluctuations after relaxation. The viability
of thermalization is discussed and illustrated in Sec. V.
Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND QUENCH
Full random matrices are often employed to obtain sta-
tistical information about the spectrum of many-body
quantum systems. The matrices are filled with random
numbers and satisfy the symmetries of the system they
aim at describing. In time-reversal invariant systems
with rotational symmetry, the matrices are real and sym-
metric, as the ones considered in this paper. They belong
to the so-called Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE).
The level spacing distributions of full random matrices
show level repulsion [48–51]. However, despite provid-
ing statistical properties in agreement with the spectra
of complex systems, full random matrices are unrealis-
tic, because they imply the simultaneous interactions of
many particles. Realistic systems have few-body inter-
actions. These systems also show level repulsion when
they are in the chaotic domain, but other properties dif-
fer from full random matrices. For example, the density
of states of full random matrices has a semicircular shape
and all of their eigenstates are pseudo-random vectors,
whereas in realistic systems with two-body interactions
the density of states is Gaussian and the eigenstates can
only reach a high level of delocalization in the middle of
the spectrum, being more localized at the edges [32, 52–
54].
A. Spin-1/2 Model
The realistic systems that we investigate correspond
to spin-1/2 models with two-body interactions and no
randomness. These models describe real magnetic com-
pounds [55–57], crystals of fluorapatite [1–3], and have
also been simulated with optical lattices [8–11]. We focus
on one-dimensional lattices with open boundaries and an
even number L of sites. They can be mapped onto sys-
tems of spinless fermions [58] or hardcore bosons [59].
The Hamiltonian is given by
Ĥ = εJŜz1 + dJŜ
z
⌊L/2⌋ + ĤNN + λ ĤNNN , (1)
ĤNN =
L−1∑
j=1
J
(
Ŝxj Ŝ
x
j+1 + Ŝ
y
j Ŝ
y
j+1 +∆Ŝ
z
j Ŝ
z
j+1
)
,
ĤNNN =
L−2∑
j=1
J
(
Ŝxj Ŝ
x
j+2 + Ŝ
y
j Ŝ
y
j+2 +∆Ŝ
z
j Ŝ
z
j+2
)
.
Above, ~ = 1, Ŝx,y,zi are spin operators acting on site i,
Ŝxi Ŝ
x
i+1+ Ŝ
y
i Ŝ
y
i+1 (Ŝ
x
i Ŝ
x
i+2+ Ŝ
y
i Ŝ
y
i+2) is the flip-flop term,
and Ŝzi Ŝ
z
i+1(Ŝ
z
i Ŝ
z
i+2) is the Ising interaction between NN
(NNN) spins. All the parameters, J,∆, λ, ε and d, are
assumed positive. J is the exchange coupling constant,
∆ is the anisotropy parameter (we are interested in the
gapless regime, where ∆ < 1), and λ refers to the ra-
tio between NNN and NN couplings. The total spin in
the z-direction, Ŝz = ∑i Ŝzi , is conserved, so the total
Hamiltonian is divided into Ŝz subspaces, each with a
certain dimension D.
The impurities εJ on the first site of the chain and dJ
on site ⌊L/2⌋ are generated by applying two local static
magnetic fields in the z-direction. The purpose of the
small defect (impurity) on the first site is to break trivial
symmetries, such as parity, conservation of total spin,
and spin reversal, without breaking the integrability of
the system [60]. If ε = d = 0, we refer to the system as
clean.
Depending on the values of the parameters ∆, d, and
λ, the chain may be integrable or chaotic:
• Integrable XX model: d,∆, λ = 0. This Hamiltonian
can be mapped onto a system of noninteracting spinless
fermions, being trivially solvable [58].
• Integrable XXZ model: ∆ 6= 0 and d, λ = 0 . This
model is solved by means of the Bethe ansatz [61].
• Chaotic impurity model: ∆, d 6= 0 and λ = 0. The
addition to the XXZ Hamiltonian of a single impurity
close to the middle of the chain can bring the system
into the chaotic domain [17, 62–64] provided d . 1. If
the defect becomes too large it splits the system in two
independent and integrable chains. The onset of chaos
is caused by the interplay between the Ising interaction
and the impurity. In contrast, the addition of d to the
XX model does not affect its integrability.
• Chaotic NNN model: ∆, λ 6= 0 and d = 0. The
addition of couplings between second neighbors breaks
integrability [13, 54, 65, 66].
Note that the values of d and λ leading to chaos de-
pends on the system size. The larger the system, the
smaller the parameter needs to be [17, 41].
3B. Quench Dynamics
In the scenario of quench dynamics, the initial state
|Ψ(0)〉 = |ini〉 is an eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian
ĤI. The dynamics starts with the sudden change of some
parameter(s) of this Hamiltonian in a time interval much
shorter than any characteristic time scale of the model.
It brings the system to the final Hamiltonian ĤF with
eigenvalues Eα and eigenstates |ψα〉.
In this paper, J sets the energy scale and ε is fixed.
The initial parameters (∆I , λI , dI) are the ones that may
be quenched into (∆F , λF , dF ).
The unitary time evolution of the initial state is given
by
|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iĤFt|ini〉 =
∑
α
C iniα e
−iEαt|ψα〉, (2)
where the coefficients C iniα = 〈ψα|ini〉 are the overlaps of
the initial state with the eigenstates of ĤF.
The evolution is computed numerically with full exact
diagonalization for matrices of dimension D < 20 000 and
with EXPOKIT [67, 68] for larger sizes. EXPOKIT is a
software package based on Krylov subspace projection
methods. Instead of diagonalizing the complete system
Hamiltonian, the package computes directly the action
of the matrix exponential e−iĤFt on a vector of interest.
III. FIDELITY DECAY AND OBSERVABLES
EVOLUTION
The fidelity, also known as survival probability, non-
decay probability, or return probability, gives the proba-
bility of finding the system still in the initial state after
time t. It is given by the overlap,
F (t) ≡ |〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t)〉|2 =
∣∣∣〈ini|e−iĤF t|ini〉∣∣∣2 (3)
=
∣∣∣∣∣
D∑
α=1
|C iniα |2e−iEαt
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≈
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞
P ini(E)e−iEtdE
∣∣∣∣2 .
In the last term above, the sum was substituted by an
integral, which is a good approximation when D is large
and the density of states is dense. P ini(E) is the enve-
lope of the LDOS. The latter is obtained numerically by
dividing the spectrum of ĤF in small windows of energy
and computing the sum
∑
α |C iniα |2 inside each window.
One can see that the fidelity is simply the Fourier trans-
form of P ini(E). Finding an expression for F (t) therefore
reduces to identifying the shape of the LDOS.
A. Fastest Fidelity Decay: Semicircular LDOS
For an initial state projected onto a full random ma-
trix, P ini(E) has a semicircular form [14–16], reflecting
the density of states of those matrices. The fidelity for
this distribution involves the Bessel function of the first
kind, J1. We have
P iniSC(E) =
2
piE
√
1−
(
E
E
)2
,
FSC(t)=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ E
−E
P iniSC(E)e
−iEtdE
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
[J1(2σinit)]2
σ2init
2
,(4)
where 2E is the length of the spectrum and σini =√∑
α |C iniα |2E2α = E/2 is the uncertainty in energy of the
initial state. An illustration for the semicircular LDOS
and its corresponding fidelity decay is provided in Fig. 1
(a) and (b), respectively.
Equation (4) gives the fastest fidelity decay for a single-
peaked LDOS. It is not realistic, since full random ma-
trices are non-physical, but it serves to provide a lower
bound. Notice, however, that FSC(t) is still slower than
the ultimate lower bound, F (t) ≥ cos2(σinit), derived
from the time-energy uncertainty relation [21–27]. This
ultimate bound can be approached when the LDOS in-
volves at least two peaks and they are well separated in
energy, as we showed in [16].
After relaxation and in the absence of too many de-
generacies, the fidelity,
F (t) =
∑
α
|C iniα |4 +
∑
α6=β
|C iniα |2|C iniβ |2ei(Eα−Eβ)t, (5)
saturates to its infinite time average,
F = lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
0
dτ F (τ) =
∑
α
|C iniα |4 =
1
IPRini
, (6)
where the inverse participation ratio, IPRini, measures
the level of delocalization of the initial state in the energy
eigenbasis. A large IPRini indicates a delocalized state.
The largest values occur for eigenstates of full random
matrices or for a state projected onto such eigenstates.
When ĤF comes from a GOE, IPRini ∼ D/3 [32, 53].
With the analytical expressions in Eqs. (4) and (6), we
can compute the time tR that it takes for the fidelity to
first reach the saturation point,
[J1(2σinitR)]2
σ2init
2
R
=
3
D . (7)
The value of tR obtained from Eq. (7) gives the lower
bound for the relaxation time of many-body quantum
systems with a single-peaked LDOS.
After reaching F , the fidelity shows small oscillations.
The envelope of these oscillations is well fitted with
3
10(σinit)3
.
B. Exponential Fidelity Decay: Lorentzian LDOS
In realistic systems with two-body interactions, the
density of states is Gaussian instead of semicircular. In
4this case, the shape of the LDOS depends of the strength
of the perturbation and on the energy,
Eini = 〈ini|ĤF |ini〉 =
∑
α
|C iniα |2Eα, (8)
of the initial state. For Eini close to the middle of the
spectrum, as the strength of an instantaneous global per-
turbation applied on ĤI increases from zero, the LDOS
broadens from a delta function to a Lorentzian form, and
eventually reaches a Gaussian shape. Closer to the edges
of the spectrum, the distributions are skewed [13, 16].
A Lorentzian distribution leads to the exponential fi-
delity decay [69–76],
P iniL (E) =
1
2pi
Γini
(Eini − E)2 + Γ2ini/4
,
FL(t) =
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞
P iniBW (E)e
−iEtdE
∣∣∣∣2 = e−Γinit, (9)
where Γini is the width of the distribution. This is the
scenario of the Fermi golden rule.
C. Gaussian Fidelity Decay: Gaussian LDOS
In the limit of strong perturbation, when the LDOS
becomes a Gaussian of width σini, the fidelity decay is
Gaussian [14–16, 73, 74, 77],
P iniG (E) =
1√
2piσ2ini
exp
[
− (E − Eini)
2
2σ2ini
]
FG(t) =
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
−∞
P iniG (E)e
−iEtdE
∣∣∣∣2 = e−σ2init2 . (10)
The Gaussian envelope P iniG (E) of the LDOS is known as
the energy shell. It gives the maximum possible spread-
ing of |ini〉 in the eigenstates of the final Hamiltonian.
Not all initial states can fill it. The ergodic filling of the
energy shell is used as a definition of chaotic states.
The Gaussian fidelity decay can hold until sat-
uration [14–16]. The minimum tR for realistic
systems with two-body interactions and a single-
peaked LDOS is therefore,
exp
(−σ2init2R) = IPR−1ini ⇒ tR = √ln(IPRini)σini . (11)
The minimum time for F (t) to reach the saturation point
is determined by the level of delocalization of the initial
state and the width of the energy shell.
Illustrations for P iniG (E) and FG(t) are given in Figs. 1
(c) and (d), respectively. We choose for |ini〉, the Ne´el
state, | ↓↑↓↑ . . . ↓↑↓↑〉, whose dynamics can be studied
experimentally with optical lattices. We let it evolve ac-
cording to a clean chaotic final Hamiltonian with ε =
0, dF = 0,∆F = 0.5, λF = 1. Notice that the Gaussian
decay of the fidelity persists until saturation.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Local density of states (left) and fi-
delity decay (right). Top: Initial state from a GOE full ran-
dom matrix projected onto another GOE full random ma-
trix, D = 12 870. The random numbers are normalized so
that the length of the spectrum is 4J and σini = J . Middle:
Ne´el state with Eini = −J/8, σini =
√
15J/2; ε = 0, dF =
0,∆F = 0.5, λF = 1, Ŝz = 0, L = 16. Bottom: Initial state
from the XX model with Eini = −0.378J , σini = 1.389J ;
ε = 0.1, dF = 0,∆F = 0.48, λF = 1, Ŝz = −3, L = 18. Solid
lines give the analytical expressions, shaded area (left) and
circles (right) are numerical results. The saturation value of
the fidelity is indicated with the dashed horizontal line. In
panel (b): crosses indicate the envelope of the oscillations,
fitted with 3/[10(σinit)
3].
Initial states such as the Ne´el state, where each ex-
citation is confined to a single site, constitute the site
basis, also known as computational basis or natural ba-
sis. They are the eigenstates of the Ising interaction of
the Hamiltonian (1), which corresponds then to ĤI.
For site-basis vectors, it is straightforward to obtain
analytically Eini and the width σini of the energy shell,
σini =
√∑
α
|C iniα |2(Eα − Eini)2 =
√∑
n6=ini
|〈n|ĤF |ini〉|2
=
J
2
√
M1 + λ2FM2. (12)
Above |n〉 are the eigenstates of ĤI and the connectivity
M1 (M2) corresponds to the number of states |n〉 directly
coupled with |ini〉 via the NN (NNN) flip-flop term. The
width σini depends only on the off-diagonal elements of
ĤF written in the basis |n〉. When the initial state is a
site-basis vector, these elements are not affected by ∆ or
the on-site energies. We may then have the same initial
5state evolving according to very different final Hamilto-
nians (with or without impurity, isotropic or anisotropic)
and showing a very similar fidelity decay.
In the case of the Ne´el state, the picture is yet more
general, because M2 = 0, so σini does not even depend
on λF . For this state, the only distinction caused by
different ĤF’s is on the level of saturation [14, 15]. If
the parameters of the final Hamiltonian take Eini closer
to the edge of the spectrum, where the states are more
localized and IPRini is smaller, the saturation point is
higher [see values of IPRini in Table I of Sec. IV].
The Gaussian decay of the fidelity until saturation
for the Ne´el state for integrable, chaotic, isotropic,
anisotropic, clean and disordered final Hamiltonians is
not an artifact of the system size. We confirmed it for L
up to 24 [14, 15].
The Gaussian behavior until saturation is observed
also for various other site-basis vectors evolving under
various choices of parameters ∆F , λF , and dF . The same
happens also for initial states from different initial Hamil-
tonians, such as XX and XXZ models [15]. In Figs. 1
(e) and (f), we show P iniG (E) and FG(t), respectively, for
an initial state from the XX model with Eini close to
the middle of the spectrum and evolving according to
a chaotic Hamiltonian similar to the one considered for
the Ne´el state in Figs. 1 (c) and (d). The Gaussian be-
havior again persists all the way to saturation. Notice
also that the time to reach the saturation point in Fig. 1
(f) is longer than for the Ne´el state, happening now at
tR ∼ 2J−1.
There are cases, however, where despite the strong cou-
pling regime, the fidelity decay transitions from Gaussian
to exponential before saturation. In some of these cases,
this is associated with the poor filling of the energy shell,
which is expected. But for others, the filling is not that
bad, or is at least comparable to that of the Ne´el state
under integrable Hamiltonians. It is not very clear yet
what causes this transition in our systems and how to
calculate the critical time tc where it happens. A way
to estimate tc for two-body- and band-random matrices
was suggested in [73, 74, 77], but by following those steps
we obtained a broad range of values for tc. This subject
still requires further analysis.
D. Few-Body Observables
The evolution of few-body observables O depends on
more factors than the fidelity decay, but a simple general
picture, valid at short times, can be constructed when
the operator Ô commutes with ĤI . In this case, the
dynamics is given by
O(t) = F (t)O(0) +
∑
n6=ini
On,n
∣∣∣〈n|e−iĤF t|ini〉∣∣∣2 . (13)
At short times, the expansion of Eq. (4), independently
of the shape of the LDOS, leads to F (t) ≈ 1− σ2init2. As
a result, the second order expansion of O(t) simplifies to
O(t) ≈ (1− σ2init2)O(0) + t2 ∑
n6=ini
|〈n|ĤF |ini〉|2On,n.
(14)
This quadratic behavior in t is not necessarily obtained
when Ô does not commute with the initial Hamilto-
nian [15].
When the initial state is a site-basis vector, all the ob-
servables oriented along the z direction satisfy Eq. (14).
Many are experimentally accessible. They include the
on-site magnetization, Ŝzj ; the spin-spin correlation in
the z direction between sites i and j,
Ĉzi,j(t) = Ŝ
z
i Ŝ
z
j , (15)
and the structure factor in the z direction,
ŝzf (κ) =
1
L
L∑
j,k=1
e−iκ(j−k) Ŝzj Ŝ
z
k , (16)
where κ = 2pip/L stands for momentum and p =
0, 1, 2 . . . , L is a positive integer.
For site-basis vectors, Eq. (14) does not depend on ∆F
or dF , and for the Ne´el state not even on λF . The short-
time dynamics of the observables can then be equivalent
despite being governed by very different ĤF ’s. For the
Ne´el state, Eq. (14) for the three observables above gives
the very simple expressions,
S
z,|NS〉
L/2 (t) ≈ SzL/2(0)
[
1− J2t2] , (17)
C
z,|NS〉
L
2
,L
2
+1
(t) ≈ −1
4
[
1− J2t2] , (18)
s
z,|NS〉
f (pi, t) ≈
L
4
− J
2t2
2
(
2
L
− 3 + L
)
. (19)
Notice that the structure factor, which is a nonlocal ob-
servable in position, shows a dependence on L that is
absent in the local observables.
The comparison between numerical results and the an-
alytical expressions (18) and (19) for five different clean
final Hamiltonians are shown in Fig. 2. The agreement
at short times is very good. The results confirm that the
dynamics is independent of ∆F or λF , all curves falling
on top of each other.
The saturation value of CzL
2
,L
2
+1
on the left panel of
Fig. 2 is closest to zero when Eini is closest to the center of
the spectrum. Among the final Hamiltonians considered,
this happens for the strongly chaotic and anisotropic ĤF
(∆F = 0.5, λF = 1). Scaling analysis performed in [15]
suggests that in the thermodynamic limit, the saturation
value indeed goes to zero for ĤF in the chaotic regime. In
the integrable domain the results indicate a value differ-
ent from zero and therefore possible memory retainment.
The short-time expressions obtained here for experi-
mental observables constitute an important first step to-
wards the derivation of more general analytical expres-
sions for the entire relaxation process. Long-time ana-
lytical expressions have been obtained for the evolution
60 0.5 1 1.5 2
Jt
-0.2
-0.1
0
Cz L
2,
L 2+
1
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Jt
0
1
2
3
4
sz f
 (pi
)
FIG. 2: (Color online) Evolution of the spin-spin correlation
(left) and structure factor (right), both in the z direction, for
the Ne´el state. The final Hamiltonians are clean, ε = dF = 0,
and have the following parameters: ∆F = 1, λF = 0 (circle),
∆F = 0.5, λF = 0 (square), ∆F = 1, λF = 0.4 (triangle),
∆F = 1, λF = 1 (cross), and ∆F = 0.5, λF = 1 (star). Solid
curves are the analytical results from Eq. (18) and (19); L =
16.
of the Shannon entropy [78, 79] and may shed light on
future studies about the observables.
IV. TIME FLUCTUATIONS
In isolated quantum systems, the relaxation process is
due to dephasing. The system will have relaxed to a new
equilibrium, if after the transients have died, there are
only fluctuations around a steady state. The fluctuations
need to be small and decrease with system size, so that
they disappear in the thermodynamic limit.
Based on semiclassical arguments and full random ma-
trices [29, 80–84], it was shown that the temporal fluc-
tuations of few-body observables, σO, decrease exponen-
tially with system size. In contrast, in the case of a non-
interacting integrable Hamiltonian or mapped onto one,
it was shown analytically [85] and numerically [86–88]
that the time fluctuations of one-body or quadratic ob-
servables scale as 1/
√
L.
This made us wonder whether the differences were in-
deed associated with the regime (chaotic or integrable)
of the system, as the results suggested, or were caused
by something else. We focused on realistic systems with
two-body interactions, integrable and chaotic, and ana-
lyzed how σO scales with L and how it depends on the
energy of the initial state. Our numerical results for spin-
1/2 models showed that the decay of the temporal
fluctuations of few-body observables with system
size is exponential for both integrable and chaotic
systems, provided interactions be present and the
energy of the initial state is not too close to the
edge of the spectrum [12].
These findings are in agreement with [89–92], where
analytical studies for the upper bounds of the variance,
σ2O, was shown to be given by
σ2O ≤
(Omax −Omin)2
IPRini
, (20)
where Omax(min) is the maximum (minimum) eigenvalue
of the operator Ô. This result is valid for any initial state
delocalized in the energy eigenbasis of any final Hamilto-
nian without too many degeneracies of eigenvalues and
energy spacings. If the initial state is not too close to
the edge of the spectrum, IPRini should grow exponen-
tially with L. Moreover, we verified that systems with
interactions, even when integrable, are indeed not highly
degenerate.
In general, the distribution P (s) of spacings s between
neighboring levels of integrable models is Poisson. This
distribution indicates the presence of degenerate eigen-
values, but also the existence of many non-degenerate
eigenvalues. For the interacting integrable XXZ model,
this is the observed distribution. In this case, we con-
firmed numerically that the number of degenerate spac-
ings between any two eigenvalues is also limited. In con-
trast, for the XX Hamiltonian (non-interacting integrable
model), P (s) is simply a peak at zero spacing, indicat-
ing an enormous amount of degenerate eigenvalues. This
also leads to a large number of degenerate level spacings.
As for the dependence on Eini, the coefficient κ of the
exponential decay, σO ∝ exp(−κL), becomes smaller as
the energy of the initial state moves away from the center
of the spectrum and IPRini decreases, but overall expo-
nential fittings are better than power-law [12].
Here, we illustrate the exponential decay of the fluctu-
ations with L for the fidelity. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), the
variance of the temporal fluctuations of F (t) is
σ2F = |F (t)− F (t)|2
=
∑
α6=β
γ 6=δ
|C iniα |2|C iniβ |2|C iniγ |2|C iniδ |2ei(Eα−Eβ+Eγ−Eδ)t.
The exponential averages out, unless Eα−Eβ = Eδ−Eγ .
Under the condition of non-degenerate energy spacings,
this implies Eα = Eδ and Eβ = Eγ , which leads to
σ2F =
∑
α
|C iniα |4
∑
β
|C iniβ |4 −
∑
α
|C iniα |8
=
1
IPR2ini
−
∑
α
|C iniα |8. (21)
When the initial state is substantially delocalized and D
is large,(∑
α
|C iniα |4
)2
≫
∑
α
|C iniα |8 ⇒ σF ∼ F ,
the standard deviation σF coincides with the infinite time
average of the fidelity.
In Fig. 3, we show the standard deviation of the time
fluctuations of the fidelity for the Ne´el state. Symbols
are numerical results and solid lines correspond to the
results from Eq. (21). Notice that the latter requires
exact diagonalization, which we can perform for L up
7to 16. We see from the figure that for the interacting
systems, in the integrable (λF = 0) or chaotic (λF > 0)
domains, σF decays exponentially with L. The value of
the exponent of this decay increases with IPRini. For the
Ne´el state, IPRini increases with λF and decreases with
∆F (cf. Fig. 3 and Table I).
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Logarithmic plot of the standard de-
viation of the time fluctuations of the fidelity vs L for the
Ne´el state. The final Hamiltonians are clean, ε = dF = 0,
and have the following parameters: ∆F = 1, λF = 0 (circle),
∆F = 0.5, λF = 0 (square), ∆F = 1, λF = 0.4 (triangle),
∆F = 1, λF = 1 (cross), and ∆F = 0.5, λF = 1 (star). Solid
curves are the analytical results from Eq. (21).
TABLE I: Eini and IPRini for the Ne´el state; ε = 0, d = 0,
L = 16.
ĤF Eini IPRini
∆F = 1.0, λF = 0.0 -3.750 72.15
∆F = 0.5, λF = 0.0 -1.875 129.83
∆F = 1.0, λF = 0.4 -2.350 336.78
∆F = 1.0, λF = 1.0 -0.250 1805.25
∆F = 0.5, λF = 1.0 -0.125 2071.92
For the strongly chaotic final Hamiltonians, ∆F =
1.0, λF = 1.0 and ∆F = 0.5, λF = 1.0, fittings to
the curves of Fig. 3 indicate that the coefficient C in
σF ∝ exp(−CL) is C ∼ 0.7. This value coincides
with the decay expected for an initial state that corre-
sponds to an eigenstate of a GOE full random matrix,
where IPRini ∼ D/3. For the subspace considered here,
D = L!/(L/2)!2. Using Stirling’s approximation, the
GOE scenario leads to
lnσF ∼ ln(3/D) = ln 3− L ln 2.
The agreement between the values of C ∼ ln 2 ∼ 0.7
suggests that the Ne´el state projected on strongly chaotic
two-body-interaction Hamiltonians behaves as a chaotic
state from GOE matrices.
V. THERMALIZATION
After relaxation, a natural question is whether the ob-
servable reaches thermal equilibrium or not. In isolated
many-body quantum systems, the system can play the
role of an environment to few-body observables, allowing
them to thermalize.
The dynamics of the expectation value of an observable
is given by
O(t) = 〈Ψ(t)|Ô|Ψ(t)〉 (22)
=
∑
α
|C iniα |2Oαα +
∑
α6=β
C ini*α C
ini
β e
i(Eα−Eβ)tOαβ ,
where Oαβ = 〈ψα|Ô|ψβ〉. In the absence of too many
degeneracies, the off-diagonal elements of O(t) oscillate
very fast and cancel out on average, so the infinite time
average is
O =
∑
α
|C iniα |2Oαα. (23)
We note that in generic systems, the eigenstate expec-
tation values Oαα = 〈ψα|Ô|ψα〉 are usually larger than
Oαβ , which also guarantees negligible contributions of
the second term in Eq. (22) [43, 82].
The observable thermalizes when its infinite time aver-
age coincides with its thermal (microcanonical) average,
OME ≡ 1NEini,δE
∑
α
|Eini−Eα|<δE
〈ψα|Ô|ψα〉, (24)
where NEini,δE stands for the number of energy eigen-
states in the window δE. The equality between the
two averages can only hold in the thermodynamic limit.
When dealing with finite systems, which is the case ex-
perimentally, they can only be similar. The essential
question is then when the two averages are close and
whether they further approach each other as L increases.
The proximity of the two averages have been associated
with two scenarios:
(1) The eigenstate expectation value of the observ-
ables, Oαα, is a smooth function of energy. This means
that the result from a single eigenstate inside the mi-
crocanonical window agrees with the microcanonical av-
erage, which is basically a statement of the validity of
statistical mechanics. This approach became known as
eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [29, 30, 38].
(2) The components |C iniα |2 behave as Gaussian ran-
dom variables. This happens when the Gaussian LDOS
fills the energy shell ergodically and the initial state has
a very large temperature. In this framework, thermal
features emerge even when the final Hamiltonian is inte-
grable, as discussed in [13, 47].
Our main focus here is on the validity of case (1). It
is trivially satisfied in the scenario of full random ma-
trices, since all eigenstates are just random vectors and
so all Oαα’s are equivalent. But our interest is on real-
istic systems with two-body interactions, where chaotic
eigenstates can exist only away from the edges of the
spectrum. In this case, thermalization can happen if
the energy of the initial state and the width of its
LDOS fall inside the region of chaotic eigenstates
of ĤF .
8A. Local and Global Quenches: Comparable Effects
To further discuss the issue of thermalization, we con-
sider two quenches that take the system into the chaotic
domain. We deal with the spin Hamiltonian (1) in
the subspace that has L/3 up-spins, implying dimension
D = L!/[(2L/3)!(L/3)!] and Sz = −L/6. Our system
starts in an eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian corre-
sponding to the integrable XXZ model with a small defect
on site 1 of amplitude ε = 0.1:
ĤI = εJŜ
z
1 + ĤNN.
Two perturbations are then carried out:
• A local quench in space, where the perturbation
is localized on a single site: dI = 0 → dF 6= 0.
The final Hamiltonian becomes the chaotic impu-
rity model with NN couplings only,
Ĥ localF = ĤI + dF JŜ
z
⌊L/2⌋.
• A global quench in space, where the perturbation
affects simultaneously all sites in the chain: λI =
0 → λF 6= 0. The final Hamiltonian becomes the
chaotic Hamiltonian with NNN couplings,
ĤglobalF = ĤI + λF ĤNNN.
We have shown that, for the same initial states, both
quenches may lead to very similar results, provided the
perturbation is not too strong [17]. This is because in
this limit of intermediate perturbation, Ĥ localF and Ĥ
global
F
written in the eigenstates of ĤI have very similar struc-
tures, resulting in equivalent signatures of chaos associ-
ated with eigenvalues and eigenstates.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Indicator χ of the integrable-chaos
crossover vs the perturbation strength for the impurity (filled
squares) and the NNN (empty circles) models; ∆F = 0.48.
From top to bottom: L = 12, 15, 18.
To quantify the crossover from integrability to chaos,
we show in Fig. 4 the level spacing indicator χ defined as
[17, 41]
χ ≡
∑
i[P(si)− PWD(si)]∑
i PWD(si)
. (25)
Above, the sums run over the whole spectrum, s
is the spacing between neighboring unfolded energies,
P(s) is the level spacing distribution, and PWD(s) =
(pis/2) exp(−pis2/4) is the Wigner-Dyson distribution
obtained for chaotic systems with real and symmetric
Hamiltonians. For interacting integrable systems, the
level spacing distribution is Poisson, PP (s) = exp(−s).
Close to the integrable domain, χ is therefore large and
it approaches zero in the chaotic regime.
In Fig. 4, as dF and λF increase, both models become
chaotic and show similar values of χ for the same sys-
tem sizes. If the perturbation is further increased well
above 1, the systems eventually reach another integrable
point. Notice also that as L increases, not only does χ
decrease, but also the value of the perturbation leading
to small χ. The onset of chaos in the thermodynamic
limit may therefore require an infinitesimally small inte-
grability breaking term [17, 41].
1. Chaotic Eigenstates and ETH
The eigenstates |ψα〉 of a chaotic ĤF written in the
eigenstates of ĤI and away from the edges of the spec-
trum are very delocalized [17, 41–43]. They are close
to random vectors, although they never reach the level
of spreading of eigenstates from full random matrices.
Their values of IPRα are large and become smooth func-
tions of energy, as seen in Fig. 5 (a) and (c). This is to be
contrasted with the integrable XXZ model, where large
fluctuations prevail [Fig. 5 (e)].
The similar structures of the eigenstates in the chaotic
domain lead to small fluctuations of Oαα. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 (b) and (d) for the spin-spin correla-
tion. For the parameters chosen in the figure, the values
of IPRα for the eigenstates of Ĥ
local
F and Ĥ
global
F in the
XXZ basis are equivalent [17]. In this case the sizes of
the fluctuations for both models are also comparable. In
contrast, for the integrable system, the fluctuations are
much larger [Fig. 5 (f)]. By comparing the eigenstate ex-
pectation values of few-observables for three system sizes
(the ones available to exact diagonalization), we also ver-
ified that the fluctuations decrease with system size for
the two chaotic systems away from the edges of the spec-
trum [17, 43], but not for the integrable model or the
chaotic ones close to the borders of the spectrum. These
results indicate the viability of thermalization in the re-
gion of chaotic eigenstates.
2. Infinite Time Average and Thermal Average
Analyses of the sizes of the fluctuations of IPRα and
Oαα for different L’s serve as indications for when ther-
malization may happen. The conclusions can be rein-
forced by comparing O and OME. To calculate the infi-
nite time average, an initial state needs to be selected.
This is done by searching the Eini that is closest to the
9FIG. 5: (Color online) Inverse participation ratio (left) and
expectation values of the spin-spin correlation (right) vs Eα
for all the eigenstates of the Hamiltonians with ∆F = 0.48
and dF = 0.9 (a,b); λF = 0.44 (c,d); and dF = λF = 0 (e,f).
IPR is computed in the basis corresponding to the eigenstates
of the XXZ model with ∆I = 0.48 (a,c) and the eigenstates
of the XX model (e). For all cases: ε = 0.1 and L = 18.
energy
ET =
∑
αEαe
−Eα/kBT∑
α e
−Eα/kBT
, (26)
for a specific temperature T (kB is Boltzmann constant).
This procedure associates with the initial state an inten-
sive quantity, which allows for a fair comparison between
different systems of different sizes.
To illustrate how the distance between the two aver-
ages depend on perturbation, energy of the initial state,
and system size, we choose the spin-spin correlation in
the z direction and compute
ΛCzL
2
,L
2
+1 =
∣∣∣CzL
2
,L
2
+1
−
(
CzL
2
,L
2
+1
)
ME
∣∣∣ . (27)
The top of Fig. 6 shows ΛCzL
2
,L
2
+1
for different values
of the perturbations for the quenches to the impurity
(a) and NNN (b) Hamiltonians. ΛCzL
2
,L
2
+1
is of simi-
lar magnitude for both models and clearly diminishes
as the perturbation increases and the system becomes
more chaotic. It reaches a minimum before increasing
again due to the approach to a new integrable point (cf.
Fig. 4). The difference between the two averages also de-
creases with L, which is a strong sign of the viability of
thermalization.
The bottom of Fig. 6 shows that the averages improve
as the temperature increases and the energy of |ini〉 ap-
proaches the middle of the spectrum. The improvement
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FIG. 6: (Color online) ΛCzL
2
,L
2
+1
vs dF (a) and λF (b) and vs
temperature (c,d). Top panels: Initial state with kBT = 7J .
Bottom panels: dF = 0.9 (c) and λF = 0.44 (d). All panels:
ǫ = 0.1, ∆I,F = 0.48; L = 12 (circles); L = 15 (triangles);
L = 18 (squares).
with system size is also evident. These results corrob-
orate the dependence on temperature in the studies of
thermalization [13, 47].
VI. CONCLUSION
This work overviews our recent studies of the behavior
of isolated interacting quantum systems from the mo-
ment they are taken out of equilibrium instantaneously
until they reach a new equilibrium. We have employed
one-dimensional spin-1/2 models, which are prototypes
of many-body quantum systems. Only two-body inter-
actions have been included. We summarize our results
as follows.
(i) Dynamics: For realistic systems with two-body in-
teractions, the probability of finding the initial state in
time, the so-called fidelity, can show a Gaussian behavior
until saturation [14–16]. This happens in the strong cou-
pling regime, when the LDOS (weighted energy distribu-
tion of the initial state) is unimodal and has a Gaussian
shape. In this case, the minimum time for the fidelity to
reach the saturation point is tR =
√
ln(IPRini)/σini.
Faster than Gaussian decays require either the simul-
taneous interactions of more than two particles, the ex-
treme being the case of full random matrices, or a bi-
modal (multimodal) LDOS. A GOE random matrix sets
the lower bound for tR for initial states with single-
peaked LDOS: [J1(2σinitR)]2/(σ2init2R) = 3/D. The short-
time decay of the fidelity for a bimodal LDOS can reach
the ultimate lower bound, F (t) ≥ cos2(σinit), established
by the energy-time uncertainty relation [16].
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The analysis of the evolution of few-body observables
is still under progress. We have so far developed a simple
picture for the observables that commute with the initial
Hamiltonian. In this case, the short-time dynamics is
∝ t2. For initial states corresponding to site-basis vec-
tors it is straightforward to derive analytical expressions
for experimental observables, such as magnetization and
spin-spin correlation [14, 15].
(ii) Fluctuations after Relaxation: Overall the time
fluctuations after relaxation decay exponentially with
system size, even when the system is integrable, provided
it does not have a large number of degeneracies [12]. The
size of the fluctuations depends on the observables and
on the level of delocalization of the initial state in the en-
ergy eigenbasis. For the fidelity, the standard deviation
is σF =
√
IPR−2ini −
∑
α |C iniα |8.
(iii) Thermalization: In an isolated many-body quan-
tum system, a few-body observable can thermalize if the
energy of the initial state and the width of its LDOS
fall inside the region of chaotic eigenstates of the final
Hamiltonian [13, 17, 41]. It is in this chaotic region of
the spectrum that notions of statistical mechanics, and
equivalently ETH or typicality, can hold. In this region,
the eigenstate expectation values of few-body observables
do not fluctuate much for eigenstates close in energy, so
the result from one eigenstate agrees with the result from
the average. These fluctuations decrease as the system
size increases, leading to the coincidence of the infinite
time average and the microcanonical average in the ther-
modynamic limit.
As illustrations, we considered here local and global
quenches in space that take the system into the chaotic
domain. The difference between the infinite time average
and the microcanonical average decreases as the pertur-
bation increases and the eigenstates of ĤF become more
chaotic, as the initial state moves toward the middle of
the spectrum where chaotic states reside, and as the sys-
tem size increases [17].
In the thermodynamic limit, it has been shown that
when the energy of the initial state is not very close to
the middle of the spectrum, integrable systems cannot
thermalize [93]. It remains to elucidate where the en-
ergy threshold is located. How close to the middle of the
spectrum does the initial state need to be for thermal be-
havior to be possible in integrable systems? How close to
the borders of the spectrum of a gapless chaotic system
can the initial state be for thermalization to occur?
Another open question refers to the level of chaoticity
of the eigenstates in real systems. They are never as
much spread as the eigenstates of full random matrices.
It remains to understand the effects that this can have
on different observables.
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